Enjoy highest yield and
quality by clever combining!

TP ÖKO-AIR
Stainless steel

- Multifunctional seeding unit stainless
steel with 50x50 square tube
- 12V single fan
- Selective 2,3,4 or 5 outlet tubes
(DM 30mm), 6 or 8 outlet tubes (DM
25mm) incl. hoses and spreader plates
- 90-lit (Standard) hopper incl screwed
cover, easy emptying and liter indication
- 12V-drive from tractor battery
- Adjustabel flap
- Electric seedroll motor
- Standard seedroll mounted
- Agitator
- FOR SMALL SEED AND MICRO
GRANULATES
- WORKING WIDTH 1-4m

Incl. PROFI Control
- On/off
- Stepless adjustment of seedroll speed
- On/Off-Sensor and seedroll sensor
- Calibration function
- Cable length 7m

OPTIONAL
- SEEDER+ control unit
- Fully automatic
- Speed vario control
- With on/off sensor and speed sensor

Equipment
- Seedroll for small amount
(5mm, 10mm or 15mm)
- Stainles steel flap with nose
- Metal seedroll
- 300-liter hopper incl.frame
- 60- or 105-Liter hopper
- 130-Liter hopper
- Grubber frame
- 3-Point frame
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TP ÖKO-AIR
Galvanized

- Multifunctional seeding unit galvanized, with 50x50 square tube
- 12V single fan
- Selective 2, 3, 4 or 5 outlet tubes
(DM 30mm); 6 or 8 outlet tubes (DM
25mm)
- Incl. hoses and spreader plates
- 90-lit (Standard) hopper incl screwed
cover, easy emptying and liter indication
- 12V-drive from tractor battery
- Adjustabel flap
- Electric seedroll motor
- Standard seedroll mounted
- Agitator
- FOR SMALL SEED WORKING WIDTH
1-4m

Inkl. PROFI control
- On/Off
- Steppless adjustment of seedroll
- On/Off sensor and seedroll sensor
- Calibration
- Cabel length 7m

OPTIONAL
- SEEDER+ control unit
- Fully automatic
- Speed vario control
- With on/off sensor and speed sensor

Equipment
- Seedroll for small amount
(5mm, 10mm or 15mm)
- Stainles steel flap with nose
- Metal seedroll
- 300-Liter hopper incl. frame
- 60- or 105-Liter hopper
- 130-Liter hopper
- Grubber frame
- 3-Point-frame
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TP ÖKO-TURBO
- Multifunctional seeding unit stainless
steel with 50x50 square tube
- Selective 2, 3, 4, or 5 outlet tubes
(DM 30mm); 6 or 8 outlet tubes (DM
25mm)
- Incl. hoses and spreader plates
- 90-lit (Standard) hopper incl. screwed
cover, easy emptying and liter indication
- 12v-drive from tractor battery
- Adjustabel flap
- Electric seedroll motor
- Standard seedroll mounted
- Agitator
- FOR SMALL SEED AND MICRO
GRANULATES
- WORKING WIDTH MAX.0,5-1,8m

Incl. control unit
- On/Off
- Stepless adjustment of seedroll
- Calibration
- Without sensor
- Cable length 7m

OPTIONAL
- SEEDER+ control unit
- Fully automatic
- Speed vario control
with On/off sensor and speed sensor
- Cabel length 7m

Equipment
- Seed roll for small amount
- Stainles steel flap with nose
- Metal seed roll
- 60- or 105-Liter hopper
- 130-Liter hopper
- Grubber frame
- 3-Point frame
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Equipment
Select a suitable seedroll for different jobs. Driven speed, working width, seed roll and outlet
tubes are factors to select a correct seedroll.

Metal seedroll

For seeding, cereals, grass seed, Soybean, ...

Seedroll for small amount

For rapeseed, granules, small seeds:
5 mm, 10mm and 15mm

Standard seedroll

Included with the machine.

Adjustable ﬂap stainless steel with nose
For use in combination with seedroll for small
amount for accurate seed output.

Plastic ﬂap

Included in standard version. For use in combination
with the metal seed roll and standard seed roll.

3-Point frame and grubber frame
For easy mounting

Selective 60,- 90,-105, and 130-lit plastic
hopper
With litre scale and cover with screw cap
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TP SLUG-SECURITY
The precise way to protect crops and save cost
- Seeding unit GALVANIZED with
50x50 square tube
- 90-lit plastic hopper (Standard) with
screwed cover, easy emptying and
liter indication
- Spreader plate stainless steel
- Adjustable throw plates
- Electric drive from 12V battery
- Heavy duty motor for spreader plate
240W
- Agitator
- Standard seedroll mounted
- Stepless adjustment of speed
of spreader plate (working width)
- Electric drive of seed roll with separate motor
- Adjustable hand over point on
spreader plate
- Working width 2,5-28m

Incl. control unit
- Potentiometer 1: Adjustment of seedroll speed for requested output
amount
- Potentiometer 2: Adjustment of
spreader plate rotation for working
width
- Cable length 7m

OPTIONAL
60- or 105-lit. hopper
130-lit. hopper
3-Point-frame
Grubber-frame
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TP PROFESSIONAL
- Spreader for small seed, with KTL-powder coated frame with a 50 x 50
square tube
- 90-lit. (Standard) plastic hopper with
cover, easy emptying and liter
indication
- Stainless steel spreader plate and
feeder
- Output amount manually adjusted
- Agitator
- Adjustable throw plates
- Electric drive from tractor battery
(12V)
- Electric feeder motor 240N
- Heavy duty spreader plate motor 240W

Incl. control unit
- ON/OFF
- Feeder open/close
- Stepless adjustment of rotaion speed
(adjustment for working width)
- Cabel length 7m

OPTIONAL (extra price)
60- or 105-lit. hopper
130-lit. hopper
3-point-frame
Grubber frame
Spread limitation plate
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TP DISC-KOMBI

TP TURBO JET SUPER

Optimize greenland with the TECHNIK-PLUS
pneumatic seeder, stainless steel tower
distributor and 20 double disc shares for 3m
or 40 shares for 6m working width. 3 to 60kg
seed amount per hectar are getting spreaded
precise and independet from speed. The seeds
are applied into slots and can quickly grow in
optimal light and humidity areas. The mixing
of vermiculite stone powder for storing dew
moisture has turned out to be a great solution
during dry periods.

According to the trend of more powerful
machines TECHNIK-PLUS introduces the
TURBO JET SUPER. This machine can be
equipped with a hydraulic driven high
performance turbine or a 2 x double turbine
(Quattro) fan with 5.400 or 6.500 rpm. The
seed roll motor is driven electric 12 V. Easy and
exact programming of the control unit in the
cab makes the operation efficient. Working
widths up to 15m for small seeds and up to 4m
for wheat, barley, oats, wicke etc. are reached in
the practical use.

TP WINTER-PROFI

TP CONVENIENCE

For the distribution of salt, sand and split.
The spreader is used for sowing sand, salt
and small shredded gravel on to snowed
roads or parking places. Tank is made of rigid
plastic material. Following tank volumes are available: 60, 90, 130 or 300-liters.
Dosing unit is made of high-quality stainless steel.
The sower is controlled with control panel from
the tractor cabin.

TP Convenience and TP Professional are nearly
equal. But the TP Convenience has additionally
the Power-Start-Automatic. Preferably for permanent smaller working widths from 2,50m. Reliability and flexibility characterize this spreader.
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